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Force Structure Overview

Since the close of the Cold War the U.S. Army has undergone the most
significant change since the end of World War ll. We have now completed that
transformation from a Cold War Army that was focused on the Soviet threat to a Power
Projection Army stationed primarily in the United States. In accomplishing this task, we
are building a strong and enduring bridge to the future. In what has become a process
of continuous change, today's Power Projection Army is only a milestone on our way to
the Army of the Zist Century - - Force XXI.

Force XXI will be the transformed Army of the 21st Century. The central and
essential feature of that Army will be its ability to exploit information. The impacts of
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information and digital technologies will have a synergistic effect among the operating

systems, organizations, and components and will have a major impact on the doctrinal

design of the operational Army . The Force XXI operational Army will be knowledge

based, modular, tailorable and have improved lethality, survivability, and tempo.

Because Force XXl will be modular, we can easily tailor the necessary force package to

meet the needs of a joint force commander. This modularity will permit us to generate,

project, and sustain force packages for either combat operations or operations other

than war. The division of the future will be organized around twelve key design
principles:

o Redesign division 02 around information technology enhancements;

o Dominate battle space: Speed, Space, and Time,

o High tempo, ovenlvhelming lethality, superior survivability;

o Execute, mount, recover from operations simultaneously;

o Capable of quick, decisive victory with minimal casualties;

o Divest tasks / functions inhibiting division core functions;

o Easily tailorable, rapidly deployable, operationally agile;

o Joint and combined warfighting;

o Capability to conduct continuous operations;

o Force XXI operating forces will focus on massing lethal effects, not massing
the force;

'

o Modularity; and,

o Leader development.



Force XXI Campaign Plan
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The Force XXI Campaign Plan incorporates complementary and interactive
efforts. The first and most important effort is focused on the redesign of the operational
forces of the Army. We call this effort "Joint Venture". Redesigning the division will be
the core focus of Joint Venture. A second and supporting effort is the re-
engineering/redesign of the TDA/Institutional Army which is that part of the Army that
generates and sustains the operating forces. The third effort concentrates on the
development and acquisition of information-age technologies, particularly our digital
communications hardware and the related software needed for information-age battle
command.
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Figure A-3

Joint Venture serves as the focal point for integration efforts directed towards
developing the basic organization and operational concept for Force XXI and will
prepare the Army for the implications of full—dimensional operations. Joint Venture will
accomplish this via intellectual change as characterized by rigorous analysis and
defined by the experimental and conceptual axes.

By the end of FY 96, the Active Component structure will downsize to 4 Corps,
10 divisions, and an end state of 495,000 soldiers. The 10 divisions will be composed
of 6 heavy divisions, 2 light divisions, 1 airborne division and 1 air assault division. By
FY 98 the Reserve Components will downsize to 8 Army National Guard divisions, 15
enhanced brigades and an end state of 575,000 soldiers. In combat support and
combat service support organizations, we will see a significant migration from the Active
Component to the Reserve Components.
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While we must accommodate the constraints of a decreasing budget and related
reduction in manpower, the most important reason for an aggressive move toward
Force XXI is the quantum leap in capability it will provide the operational Army. Not
only will we be able to generate the same or greater combat power with a smaller force,
we will have the inherent organizational agility and versatility necessary to respond to
the increasingly broader range of missions the Nation requires us to perform, often on
short notice. Though the bulk of our forces are now located in the United States, we
are increasingly being called on to respond to contingencies around the world. That
trend promises to continue well into the 21st Century. The missions we receive today
cause us to reconfigure and tailor our forces. Tailoring, or more correctly, task
organizing best describes how we prepare to meet the requirements of a specific
mission. We are going to enhance that capability by building our units in a more
modular fashion, which will prove even more adaptable than our current force structure.

Over the course of the Force XXI campaign how we structure the force will be
our primary concern. We want to develop the proper mix of active and reserve
component units. Further, it infers that we will design our force structure to have the
appropriate balance of combat, combat support, combat service support units
organized in heavy, light and special operations force units to support joint operational
plans.
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Concurrént—with the transformation of the operational Army to Force XXI we will

redesign the Infrastructure or TDA Army. Infrastructure is a crucial strategic capability
that supports how we organize, train, and equip America's Army to accomplish the

many tasks the Nation asks us to perform — ranging from war to Operations Other Than
War, including humanitarian assistance and domestic support. We are working hard to

internally re-engineer the TDA Army while reacting to concurrent restructuring guidance
from outside the Army to reshape the organizations within the infrastructure. We can
not disassociate infrastructure from operational Army readiness.
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Figure A-5

Beginning now and concluding not later than the year 2000, in concert with the
Force XXI Campaign Plan, the Army will re-engineer and redesign its institutional
infrastructure necessary to perform Title 10 responsibilities as a vital part of the top-to-
bottom, front-to-rear redefinition. The TDA Redesign Axis campaign will be conducted
in three phases using four simultaneous and interrelated efforts. The internal re-
engineering efforts of the major commands, already in progress, will be integrated into

the Infrastructure redesign effort. The Functional Area Assessment (FAA) process will
be a complementary forum to develop and process redesign issues for service Title 10
functions. The redesign of HQDA, its field operating agencies (FOA) and staff support
activities (SSA) will be part of the initial redesign phase. An umbrella redesign effort will
integrate results of the FAA and interface with the overall redesign and digitization of
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the warfighting Army. Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) decisions and/or laws
must be reviewed and appropriately reconciled throughout the campaign effort.
Decisions made On emergent, relevant issues will be entered in the FY 97 budget
submission and later redesign results will be integrated into following POM. The
redesign will address a complete assessment of all Title 10 functional areas with
integrated conclusions on required organizational structure and resource prioritization
that includes military, civilian, contract, and dollars.
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Figure A-6

U.S. Army force structure supports the evolving National Military Strategy. As
this strategy continues to evolve to meet the new dangers of the post-Cold War era,
Army force structure is being modified to support the requirements of this new era. The
modification of this force structure will be accomplished through the synchronization of
the Total Army Analysis process and Force XXI, ensuring that America's Army is
capable of executing the National Military Strategy.


